
Baby Blankie 
@ 35" x 42" 

 
 
 
We know you are excited to jump right in but we recommend you read all instructions before starting this project.  

Supplies 

Top fabric  1 yard Cotton fabric 
Back fabric  1 yard Minky or Flannel 
Additional supplies Pins, scissors, basic sewing supplies, cutting mat,  
 walking-foot (recommended by not necessary) 

Instructions 
 

1) Cut cotton fabric to the desired dimensions. 

2) Cut Minky fabric slightly larger than cotton fabric. It's ok if larger than cotton because you will use the cotton 
fabric as your sewing guide and we will trim Minky down later, if needed. 

3) Place Minky, right side facing up on a hard flat surface. Make sure Minky is not pulled or stretched in any 
direction. An actual cutting mat will help in this process to keep Minky from sliding around because of its non-
skid surface. 

4) Place cotton fabric right side down on top of Minky.  

5) Pin fabrics together around all sides. The secret here is to use lots of pins every 1 to 2" apart! 

6) Measure about 4" from a corner along one of the long sides and mark the sewing start point with a pin. 

7) Measure 5" back from this point and mark the sewing stop point with a pin same as above. This space needs 
to be left un-sewn in order to turn your fabrics right side out. 

8) Place Minky side down on machine. It important to sew with the Minky side down to help reduce the sewing 
machine from stretching the Minky.  If for some reason the Minky does stretch, simply put a SMALL pleat in 
it, once the blanket is turned right side out and finished you won't notice it. 

9) Start sewing toward the corner, back stitching to secure seam.  You can use a 1/4" or 1/2" seam, either 
works nicely. Use the cotton fabric edge as a guide making sure you can see the Minky fabric as you sew.  

10) Sew around the entire cloth pulling out the pins as you go. Stop when you reach the pin marking the stop 
point. Backstitch to secure seam. 

11) Trim any edges of the Minky to eliminate bulk from the finished blanket. Make sure your scissors are sharp. 

12) Turn the blanket right-side out. 

13) Fold in the edges of the opening and lightly press the cotton fabric in place to match seam allowance. Pin the 
opening closed so it doesn't slide.  Continue pressing lightly the entire blanket on the cotton fabric side only, 
making sure to give the edges a nice crease. (***Be sure iron is not too hot. Minky fabric is 100% polyester 
which will melt or distort if iron is too hot). 

14) Finishing touches - Start sewing a topstitch close to the edge of the blanket. Sew the hole closed first, making 
sure to catch the folded-in edges of the cotton and the Minky, continue around the entire blanket. This is a 
chance to try some of the decorative stitches on your machine! 

Using a walking foot will help pull the layers together nicely, if you don't have one you may have to 
do a little gentle pulling on the material as it goes under the presser foot. 

15) Congrats, you're done!   

For additional information on tips and techniques 
see www.SewModDesign.com 
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